Among the tens of thousands of known RR Lyrae stars there are only a handful that show indications of possible binarity. The question why this is the case is still unsolved, and has recently sparked several studies dedicated to the search for additional RR Lyraes in binary systems. Such systems are particularly valuable because they might allow to constrain the stellar mass.
Introduction
So far our knowledge of the masses of RR Lyrae stars mainly relies on models of stellar evolution and pulsation. Having an independent measure of the mass such as the one derived from a binary orbit would be a valuable test case for our understanding of stellar pulsation. The only RR Lyrae star for which this was achieved so far turned out to be a surprise: OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02792 turned out to have a mass of only 0.26 M ⊙ (Pietrzynski et al. 2012) and is now known as an RR Lyrae impostor which mimics the pulsation typical of RR Lyrae stars. The only other RR Lyrae star that can be considered a confirmed candidate is TU Uma with photometric and spectroscopic measurements pointing consis-tently towards binary motion with a period longer than 20 years (Wade et al. 1999; Liska et al. 2015) .
Concerning the large numbers of known and of well-studied RR Lyrae stars this number is surprisingly low as usually about half of all stars are considered to be part of binary or multiple systems. This lack of binaries might partly be due to the fact that not many studies have yet been dedicated to searching these objects. Several stars have been mentioned in the literature as possible binary candidates but have not been followed up in dedicated campaigns. There are, for example, stars for which discrepant systemic radial velocities have been measured, which was pointed out by Solano et al. (1997) and Fernley & Barnes (1997) . These are the stars that we primarily follow up in this project. Sometimes older measurements of the center-of-mass velocity are based only on a few spectra with phases calculated from ephemeris that have later been improved. These measurements might turn out to be erroneous when revisited. With our new data we aim to verify or refute the binary nature of the objects in question. The new accurate center-of-mass velocities can then also be used for other studies for example on galactic dynamics.
Another indication of a possible binary orbit are periodic changes in the times of maximum light, and stars with suspicious O-C diagrams (observed minus calculated time of maximum) have been included in our target list.
Additionally, TU UMa is one of our targets. With the latest published RV value being more than a decade old, new measurements had become necessary to check the predictions from the orbit models which are based on photometry.
Techniques
Measuring the velocity changes introduced by orbital motion is a challenging task in RR Lyrae stars. The signal that we expect to measure is about an order of magnitude smaller than that caused by the pulsation motion of the atmospheric layers which usually amounts to tens of km/s. To derive a reliable center-of-mass velocity, one needs to understand the pulsation signal first, in order to remove it from the data. Hence several measurements, spread over different phases of the pulsation cycle, are necessary. With periods of about half a day, this means that it is usually not possible to cover a full pulsation cycle of a target in one night. Continued observations in the subsequent nights should then not duplicate the phases, which requires careful scheduling.
Often templates, for example that of Liu (1991) are used to model the RV curve of RR Lyrae stars and hence to find the center-of-mass velocity. However, when systemic RVs are derived from only a few measurements of the velocity, phases of the observations need to be known accurately (either directly from the RV measurements of from photometry), as well as the amplitude of the signal. In our project we aim at a number of 10 measurements per star in one orbit epoch, which allow for a check of the phases computed from published ephemeris.
Another challenge is the faintness of the RR Lyrae stars. This cannot be overcome by simply increasing the integration time, as the rapid atmospheric motion would then lead to smeared spectral lines. We therefore kept the integration times below 3 % of the pulsation cycle.
Observations and Reductions
Observations were carried out with the Sandiford Echelle Spectrometer (McCarthy et al. 1993) in the f/13.5 Cassegrain focus of the 2.1 Otto Struve telescope at McDonald Observatory, Texas. We have continuous spectral coverage over the observed range of 4250-4750Å with a resolving power of R≈55000. The signal to noise ratios are typically between 20 and 60, depending on the brightness of the star and the limitations on the integrations time (<3 % of the pulsation period). Radial velocity standard stars were observed several times during the course of each night, and Th-Ar spectra were taken for wavelength calibration after each stellar spectrum. We used standard iraf routines for data reduction, and we derived the velocities by cross-correlating with the standard star spectra using the iraf task fxcor. Only metal lines were used in the cross-correlation, as the hydrogen lines are known to have a phase offset and different velocity amplitudes compared to iron lines.
Preliminary Results and Outlook
During four runs between March 2014 and June 2015, 18 science objects were observed (see Table 1 ). For some of them the desired number of about 10 observations has been reached which allows the construction of an individual template. Example RV curves are shown in Fig 1. For several others we have already obtained the minimum number of 3 observations, which allows an estimate of the systemic radial velocity based on a general template.
The project is ongoing and we have applied for more observing time to increase the number of spectra of the stars which are not well-covered yet, as well as to observe more targets for which indications of binarity have been reported. The derived center-of-mass velocities will soon be published in a forthcoming paper together with the individual velocity templates to facilitate future measurements of the center-of-mass velocity. Long orbits like that of TU UMa might be common, especially as close binaries will most likely have interacted with each other or even have been destroyed during the red giant phase of the RR Lyrae star. Hence further campaigns will be necessary in the future to characterize the orbits in detail. In our study we aim to lay a solid foundation for future studies of the confirmed candidates. We therefore will also provide individual velocities of each spectrum in order to make direct comparisons possible.
